Predicting success in an everchanging world:!
!
Assessing learning ability and cognitive
flexibility through dynamic testing
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Success Story or Crisis?
Tests of General Mental Abilities (GMA) are
the single best predictor of
– job performance (r ≈ .51)
– trainability (r ≈ .56) ∂

explained variance: ≈ 30%
unexplained variance: ≈ 70%

The Problem
• Test behaviour should be indicative of the ability
we want to assess
• To what extent do intelligence tests enable
∂
examinees to demonstrate
their capacity to
learn?

Discrepancy between
Conceptualisation
and
Operationalisation

Success …
• Being successful in an ever-changing
world requires:
• ability to benefit from
feedback
∂
• ability to deal with novelty

How to bring learning into the test …
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Individualisation – Adaptive item sequence

How to bring learning into the test …
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Test score:
amount of help
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How to bring learning into the test …
▪ Process focused scoring (theory based)
▪ Flexible item-sequence (Adaptivity1)
▪ Feedback
▪ Failure-oriented hints (Adaptivity
∂
2)
▪ Retry after thinking prompts

standardised individualisation
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Dynamic Testing …
Reflection of instructional principles:
– Bloom: Mastery Learning
– Vygotsky: Zone of Proximal Development
– Sweller: Cognitive Load
∂
– Bruner: Instructional Scaffolding
– Kornmann: Treatment Oriented Assessment
– Zubin: Bandwidth of traits
– Feuerstein: Mediated Learning …
16

Dynamic Testing
… methodological approach to psychometric
assessment
• uses systematic variations of
• task characteristics and / or
• situational characteristics
in presenting test items ∂
• in order to evoke intra-individual variability (in test
performance).
… provides more valid information as it better reflects
the dynamics of the organisation of human behaviour.

Basic assumptions and goals of …
traditional forms of
intelligence testing
■

actual performance in test
represents level of ability

■

Performance shown
independently, without support
is the indicator of ability level

■

Primary goal: Prediction of
future performance based on
performance shown in the test

Dynamic Testing
(e.g., learning tests)
■

extent of changeability as
indicator of potential

■

Performance shown in learning
phases within the test is
indicative of the “true“ level of
ability as it considers potential

■

Primary goal: Uncovering
potentials (instead of deficits)
latent capabilities

∂

(“past performance predicts future
performance”)

developed abilities
(Beckmann, 2014, p. 310; Guthke & Wiedl, 1996, p. 8; Guthke & Beckmann,
2000, p. 179; Guthke, Beckmann & Wiedl, 2003, p. 225)

Learning Tests – as Dynamic Tests
• … bridge the gap between theoretical
conceptualisation of intelligence and the
methods by which it is measured
• … are intelligence∂ tests as they
always should have been created
and used ...

Wait, there’s more …
• Dynamic Testing has not utilised its
potential
• too narrowly focused
on a group of
∂
particular concepts
• too narrowly focused on particular
(sub-)populations

Cognitive Flexibility – Experts’ Definitions
Garaigordobil (2006): the aptitude for changing from one line of thinking to
another

The Three “O”s of Novelty

Chi (1997): the ability to shift across ontological categories containing concepts
and situations
Hund & Plumert (2005): the ability to group items in the same way (i.e., stability)
and in different ways (i.e., flexibility) is necessary for adaptive
functioning
Frensch & Sternberg (1989): the ability to change one's mindset to incorporate
the demands of a situation to arrive at the best response to a problem

∂

Kossowska (1996): ability to switch from one mode of responding to another
Wand (1958): the ability to devise new methods of solving problems when
familiar methods are less appropriate, … to reject an assumption when that
assumption does not contribute to solving a problem
Sternberg et al. (2005): ... as the ability to deal with novelty and to establish
automatized levels of information-processing plays a critical role in the
successful application of information-processing components to adapting to,
selecting, and shaping the environment in novel situations.

The (familiar) Problem
• Test behaviour should be indicative of the ability
we want to assess
• To what extent do intelligence tests enable
examinees to demonstrate their ability
∂
• to deal with novelty,
• to change mindsets,
• to switch modes of responding
• to adjust to changes …?

Incongruence of Conceptualisation
and Operationalisation

O bvious

• things appear to be different / novel … and they are

∂

O stensible
• things appear to be different but they are not
e.g., right hand vs. left hand traffic

O blique

• things appear to be familiar but they are not
e.g., raising siblings

Three Proposals
• Flexible Inference Task
• Flexible Mapping Task
• Counterfactual Verbal
Analogies
∂

Which of four pairs of numbers
fits best to the number above?

Flexible Inference

Performance on item triplets

domain-atypical

intra-individual variability!
in performance induced !
via systematic variation !
of item context

∂

∂

domaintypical

domain-typical

Flexible Mapping

domainatypical 1

domainatypical 2

Performance on item triplets
domain-homogeneous
domain-heterogeneous
∂
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domainhomo-!
geneous

domainhetero-!
geneous 1

domainhetero-!
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Counterfactual Verbal Analogies
Coins are part of a currency.

counterfactual

WATER : OCEAN :: COINS : ____
a)FARM
b)NOTES
c)CHICKEN
d)BANK

∂
Money hatches from eggs.
WATER : OCEAN :: COINS : ____

factual

These newly developed tasks aim at
measuring the ability…
• to infer relations / rules flexibly Flexible
Inference Oblique Novelty
• to map relations / rules flexibly Flexible
Mapping Ostensible Novelty
∂
• to integrate novel information into routine
ways of thinking Counterfactual Verbal
Analogies Obvious Novelty

a) FARM
b) NOTES
c) CHICKEN
d) BANK

Sensitivity / Specificity
Inference drawn from test score:
“potential +”

“potential –”

Success

true positive

false negative

No success

false positive

true negative

Criterion

Repeated assessment using the same or parallel tasks under the same
or systematically varying conditions.
∂
Three main targets:
• intra-individual variability of performance
• modal range of this variability
• the internal and external factors that cause this variation
With the purpose of increasing validity of ability estimates!
( potential)

∂
• Aim Learning Tests: Reduction of “false negatives”,
i.e. increase of SENSITIVITY, without sacrificing
specificity
• Aim Flexibility Tests: Reduction of “false positives” i.e.
increase of SPECIFICITY without sacrificing
sensitivity
Beckmann, 2001, p. 156ff; Beckmann, 2014, p. 313

Potentials of Dynamic Testing

With great power

Learning Tests
• Sensitivity: “finding hidden gems”

Flexibility Tests

But, don’t forget:

∂

• Specificity: “is it really gold that glitters?”

The prediction of success in an everchanging world requires the use of
Dynamic Tests
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[such as knowing whether a test taker
has the ability to learn or is cognitively
∂
flexible]
comes great responsibility
[namely to do something with it and
about it].
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